1.3.1.4 Lower-Income Consumers and Debt Collection

Low- and moderate-income consumers are disproportionately impacted by debt collection activity. Faced with juggling pressing financial needs for immediate expenses, low-income consumers may engage in a variety of debt coping strategies for bills that they cannot pay in full such as: borrowing from others, using nonprofit assistance, paying with an earned income tax credit (EITC) refund, skipping or rotating payments, paying less than the minimum, paying off a bill with a credit card or loan, ignoring or rejecting certain debts, taking on extra work, or going without.90

Lower-income consumers are more likely to have one or more debts in collection.91 The CFPB’s 2017 survey of consumer experiences with debt collection found that the consumers in the lowest income group were three times more likely to have been contacted about a debt in collection than consumers in the highest income group.92 Of all consumers who had been contacted about a debt, those with lower household incomes were also more likely to have been sued.93

In addition to being more likely to be sued on a debt, low-income consumers may be less likely to have a collection lawsuit decided in their favor. For example, one study concluded that higher median income was positively correlated with the rate of case dismissals.94

An analysis of national payroll data found that “[t]he average number of garnishments and garnishment rate for all types of garnishment is highest for those earning between $20K and $60K with more than sixty percent of employees with a garnishment in this income range.”95 Prior analysis of national payroll data broke this salary range down even more, concluding that individuals earning between $25,000 and $40,000 had the highest rates of garnishment.96

Low-income consumers may also be less likely to file for bankruptcy or to obtain bankruptcy’s promise of a fresh start than middle-class consumers.97
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